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Abstract 
 

Multi-server authentication enables the subscribers to enjoy an assortment of services from 
various service providers based on a single registration from any registration centre. 
Previously, a subscriber had to register from each service provider individually to avail 
respective services relying on single server authentication. In the past, a number of 
multi-server authentication techniques can be witnessed that employed lightweight and even 
computationally intensive cryptographic operations.  In line with this, Zhu has presented a 
chaotic map based multi-server authentication scheme recently, which is not only vulnerable 
to denial-of-service attack, stolen-verifier attack, but also lacks anonymity. This research aims 
at improving the Zhu’s protocol in terms of cost and efficiency. Moreover, the comparative 
study is presented for the performance of improved model against the existing scheme, and the 
security of proposed model is formally proved using BAN Logic. 
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1. Introduction 

The chaos cryptography has been growing popular for its cost efficiency, unpredictability, 
and the sensitivity to initial parameters. A few chaotic map-based protocols for key agreement 
authentication have been proposed in the last few years [1-5]. These contributions can be 
classified on the basis of a number of participants in the protocol i.e., Two Party 
Authentication Key agreement (2PAKE) [7-18], Three Party Authentication Key agreement 
(3PAKE) [20-25] and N-Party Authentication Key agreement (NPAKE). Besides, the 
schemes can also be categorized with respect to password, smart card, anonymity preserving, 
and other features based security protocols. Recently 3PAKE schemes based on modular 
exponentiation and scalar multiplications have been researched extensively [22, 24].  
Multi-server authentication (MSA) protocols facilitate the user to register at a registration 
centre and relax the requirement for multiple registrations at many service providers 
individually. [26-30, 49-50]. We may categorize those techniques into three sections as 
illustrated below. 
    Creative phase: The creative phase covers  an era of early contribution of Li et al. [33]. 
Afterwards, Lin et al. [40] demonstrated that the Li et al. protocol is inefficient due to large 
amount of time required for training neural based networks. Lin et al. then put forward a 
technique based on ElGamal digital signature [48]. 
    Development phase: Since the research, being an ongoing activity, takes its course out of 
many evolutions and developments. In this connection, Tsai [35] presented a one-way hash 
function-based MSA technique without maintaining a stored verifiers table. Even though, it 
was a low cost operations-based scheme for a distributed network framework, it was found to 
be vulnerable to privileged insider attack, server spoofing attack, and also the compromise of 
perfect forward secrecy. 
   Diversification phase: In the current era, the emphasis of authentication-based research 
including multiserver techniques, has been switched to functionality based techniques. As a 
result, we can witness identity-based MSA protocols, dynamic identity based multiserver 
protocols, bilinear pairing or ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) related MSA techniques, 
along with other protocols as well [36-38, 43-44]. 
    Following the diversification phase, Zhu [42], recently presented a chebyshev chaotic map 
based multi-server authentication protocol. This scheme fails to manage user anonymity and is 
also found to be vulnerable to trace attack. Besides, the scheme is also found vulnerable to 
Denial of Service (DoS) attack and stolen-verifier attack. The scheme has the potential of 
improvements regarding overheads, for the same assumptions. In this work, we propose an 
improved scheme based on Zhu, that not only covers all of the limitations as mentioned above, 
but also improves the scheme in terms of efficiency. 
   The paper is structured as follows; Section 2 illustrates preliminaries related to the current 
work. Section 3 discusses working and weaknesses of Zhu’s scheme. Section 4 presents our 
proposed model. Section 5 exhibits security and performance evaluation analysis. Section 6 
concludes the findings of the paper. 
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2. Preliminaries 
This section describes the preliminaries regarding multi-server to server architecture, 
Chebyshev Chaotic Map, one-way hash function, and symmetric encryption as below. 

2.1 Multi-Servers to Server architecture (MS-S) 
In MS-S based environment, there is no need for a subscriber to get registration at servers 
individually to avail their services. While, in a single authentication environment, a user gets 
registered to each and every server, and has to memorize all of the respective passwords and 
parameters for its verification to those servers. In order to ease the process for users, the MS-S 
architecture has been proposed [33-38]. Basically, this scheme bounds the users to register 
once, be it from any of the server or registration centre, then the user is free to get 
authenticated from this server/RC through any of the servers of that the user intends to receive 
services. In MS-S, there is no fixed registration centre or a server, which distinguishes the 
proposed scheme with typical MSA-based schemes. In MS-S, whenever, a user wants to avail 
services of any novel server Sx (part of multi-server system), then Sx verifies  authenticity of 
user from Sy (Sy, server where the user got registered). We acknowledge the concept for Zhu’s 
scheme [42] that this architecture overcomes the single-point of failure. 

2.2  Chebyshev Chaotic Maps 
Some of the salient properties of Chebyshev polynomial and Chebyshev chaotic maps are 
stated as follows: 
We suppose n as an integer, and assume a variable α having the interval [-1, 1]. Now, we can 
describe the Chebyshev chaotic based polynomial Tn(α):  [-1, 1] → [-1, 1] as Tn(α)=cos(n 
arccos(α)). A recurrent relation can be used to describe Chebyshev polynomial map Tn: R → R 
of degree n, in the following manner: 
 

        Tn(x) =  2 α Tn-1 (α) – Tn-2(α),                                                     (1) 
 

     Given n ≥ 2, T0(α)=1, and T1(α)= α             
The first few Chebyshev polynomials are listed below: 
 

                                           T2(α)=2 α 2-1                                                                 (2) 
                                                          

                                        T3(α)=4 α 3-3 α                                                              (3) 
   

                                        T4(x)=8 α 4-8 α 2+1                                                        (4)
   

 Chebyshev polynomial has two features: 
The chaotic feature: For n ≥ 1, the Chebyshev polynomial map Tn(α):  [-1, 1] → [-1, 1] 
of degree n indicates a chaotic map with an invariant density f*( α)=1/(𝜋𝜋√1− α2) for 
all positive Lyapunov exponent ln (n).  
The semigroup feature [24]: The semi-group feature of Chebyshev polynomial can be 
defined on an interval [-∞, +∞] as defined below: 
 

                                     Tn(α) =  (2 α Tn-1 (α) – Tn-2(α)) mod p                                (5) 
   
Given that n>=2, α ϵ [-∞, +∞], and p be a large range prime number. Besides, 
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                                       Ta(Tb(α))≡ Tab(α) ≡ Tb(Ta(α)) mod p                                (6) 
 

Chaotic maps-based discrete logarithm problem (CMDLP): It will be a hard problem or 
requires non-polynomial amount of time to guess s, such that Ts(a)=b. 
Chaotic maps-based Diffie-Hellman problem (CMDHP): Similarly, it is a hard problem 
to compute Tab(α), given Ta(α), Tb(α) or α parameters. 

2.3 One-way hash function 
A proven secure one-way hash operation h: x → y comprises four features: 

1. The hash function h inputs a message of arbitrary string of length and outputs a 
fixed-length message digest. 

2. Given h(x)=y, it is a hard problem to calculate h-1(y)=x; 
3. Given x, it is hard to find x', such that x' x, but h(x') =h(x); 
4. Besides, it is computationally a hard problem to locate any pair x, x' such that x'  x, but 

h(x') =h(x). 

2.4 Symmetric Encryption 
A symmetric encryption scheme Ek(K gen, E, D) comprises three sub-algorithms as follows: 

1. Randomized key generation (K gen): This algorithm returns a key k, generated out of 
the key space keys (Ek) randomly. 

2. Encryption E: This E algorithm takes the key k from keys (Ek), inputs a plaintext P ϵ {0, 
1}* and generates a ciphertext C ϵ {0, 1}*.  

3. Decryption D: Likewise, D algorithm takes a ciphertext C ϵ {0, 1}* as input, and 
decrypts, produces plaintext P ϵ {0, 1}*, using key k from keys (Ek). 

3. WORKING OF ZHU’S SCHEME AND LIMITATIONS. 
This section descibres working of Zhu’s scheme and weaknesses of the same protocol. The 
Zhu [42] protocol is composed of three phases: multiple servers to server setup phase, user 
registration phase, login and authentication phase. The scheme makes a use of a few symbols 
as mentioned in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Notations description 
Notations  Description 

Ui, IDU, PWU User, Ui’s identity, Ui’s password 
 Sy Server Sy , Ui is assumed to be already registered with Sy 
 Sx Server Sx , Ui gets mutually authenticated with Sx through Sy 
Ky Secret key of Sy 
Kxy Shared key between Sx and Sy 
(x, TSr

(x)) Temporary public key for server Sx, based on Chebyshev chaotic map 
(x, TKy

(x)) Permanent public key for server Sy, based on Chebyshev chaotic map 
H(.) Chaotic map based hash function  
Ek()/Dk() Symmetric encryption/decryption 
a, Sr, SR Random session variables 
SK Shared session key between Ui and Sx 
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3.1 Working of Zhu’s scheme  
This sub-section describes the design and working of Zhu’s scheme, as follows. 
 
3.1.1 Multiple servers to server registration phase: 

The public and secret keys for servers Si (1≤ i ≤n) in a system, are defined as (x, Tki (x)) (1 ≤ i 
≤n), and ki (1 ≤ i ≤n). Here, any of the two servers share high entropy secret key as xij (1 ≤ i 
≤n & 1 ≤ j ≤n). This multiple server scheme has its advantages for its flexibility and 
expansion. Earlier before user registration all of the service providers should have their public 
keys verified by the authorities. 
 

3.1.2  User Registration Phase 

In this phase, a user gets pre-registered with any of its associated authorized server Sy 
employing a secure channel, using Chebyshev chaotic map-based multi-server to server 
architecture [42]. After a successful registration the user establishes a shared password PWU 
with Sy, which is stored by Sy in its repository ℛ against IDU. Next, the former may establish a 
secure session key with any new server Sx (already authorized from and registered with Sy), by 
employing a login and authentication phase as described in the next section. 
 

3.1.3 Login and Authentication phase 

1. In login and authentication phase, a new random number a is generated. Then the user 
constructs the related public key as Ta(x), and a shared key KUSy=TaTKy (x), using 
Chebyshev chaotic map, and further calculates HU=H(IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) || PWU), 
C1=EkUSy (IDU || IDSx || IDSy || HU). The user sends message m1={Ta(x), IDU, IDSy, C1} to 
Sx, finally as shown in Fig. 1. 

2. Next, Sx receives m1={Ta(x), IDU, IDSy, C1} and generates a random integer Sr, and compute 
public key TSr(x), and shared key KSxSy=TSrTKy (x) using the Sy’s public key TKy(x). Then 
computes HSx=H(IDU || IDSx || TSr(x)|| Kxy) using hash, and C2=EkSxSy (IDU || IDSx || HSx) 
by encrypting using the computed shared key KSxSy=TSrTKy (x). Finally, Sx sends m2={m1, 
TSr(x), IDSx , C2} to Sy for user’s verification. 

3. After receiving m2={m1, TSr(x), IDSx , C2} from Sx, Sy computes KSyU =TKyTa (x), and 
decrypts DkSyU (C1)= (IDU || IDSx || IDSy || HU). Then computes KSySx=TKyTSr (x), and 
decrypts DkSySx (C2)= (IDU || IDSx || HSx). Now it computes H'U=H(IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) || 
PWU)), H'Sx=H(IDU || IDSx || TSr(x)|| Kxy)) and verifies the equality for H'U  ?=  HU    and    
H'Sx  ?=  HSx. If found true, then further computes HSySx=H(Ta(x) || Kxy), C3=EkSySx (IDU || 
IDSx || HSySx), HSyU = H(TSr(x) || PWU), and C4=EkSyU (IDU || IDSy || HSyU). Finally, Sy sends 
the message m3 = { IDSy , C3, C4} to Sx . 
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Fig. 1. Login and Authentication for Zhu’s protocol 

 
 

4. Sx, on the receipt of message m3 = {IDSy , C3, C4}, decrypts C3  as (IDU || IDSx || HSySx) = 
DkSxSy (C3). Then, it verifies H(Ta(x) || Kxy) ?= HSySx. If true, then computes SK= TSrTa (x), 
HSxU = H(SK || IDU || IDSx|| C4) and then generates a message m4={ IDSx , HSxU , C4} to 
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5. The user receives message m4={ IDSx , HSxU , C4} and decrypts C4 as ( IDU || IDSy || 
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HSyU. If found true, then computes SK= Ta TSr(x), and again verifies the equality 
H(SK||IDU||IDSx||C4) ?= HSxU , otherwise, aborts the session. Finally, it generates 
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6. Next, Sx verifies the message m5 by confirming the equality check H(SK || IDU || IDSx) ?=  
m5. If true, then it develops the shared session key as H(TSr Ta (x)). 

 

3.2  Inefficiencies in Zhu’s scheme 
The Zhu’s scheme presented a novel multi-server to sever authentication technique to 
eliminate the centralized registration center; however, has the following limitations.  
 

3.2.1 Trace attack and lacks anonymity 

The Zhu’s scheme fails to comply anonymity on the part of a user Ui, since, the user identity 
IDU is openly available in exchanged messages on insecure channel. At the same time, 
traceability attack may be launched comfortably by an adversary, which might find the same 
IDU for various sessions established, leading to the trace attack.  

3.2.2 Stolen-verifier attack 

The Zhu’s scheme might be vulnerable to stolen-verifier attack. Since, in Zhu, the servers 
maintain password table or repository ℛ. These passwords are located against the identity 
IDU of users. The author does not provide any mechanism to protect the password table from 
adversary, in case; the stored verifiers’ repository ℛ is exposed. Since, if ℛ’s contents are 
exposed, an adversary may launch a successful user impersonation attack against server Sy. 

3.2.3 Denial-of-Service attack (DoS) 

This attack makes the server engage in delay-intensive operations like searching the database 
that might render the server unavailable for other productive tasks. The Zhu’s scheme is 
vulnerable to DoS attack, since the user sends its IDU towards server, which (server) searches 
its database to locate the valid password PWU. This attempt might be succeeded, if an 
adversary replays the login request, or otherwise end in a failure due to the fake IDU, in the 
worst case. In both ways, the server looks in its database and after finding that, the server 
computes and decides the validity for the user. An adversary might burden the server easily 
by sending too many fake requests simultaneously. Hence, an adversary may render the 
server out of computing power for handling those fake requests.  

4.  Proposed Model 
In proposed scheme, we have introduced an improved version of Zhu’s scheme that not only 
provides the same level of security with anonymity and untracebility, at a lesser cost, but also 
protects the user from DoS and stolen verifier attacks. The proposed model comprises four 
phases, i.e. the registration phase, login and authentication phase, password update phase, and 
shared key update phase. 
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4.1  User registration phase 

In this phase, a user gets registered with Sy by adopting the following steps. 
1. The user Ui sends identity and password (IDU, PWU) to server Sy using a secure channel.  
2. The server Sy generates a pseudonym identity PIDi against Ui, and computes h(Ky||PIDi) ⊕ 

(IDU|| PWU), and stores in repository against PIDi. 
3. Next, it sends {PIDi, IDSy , H(), (x, TKy (x))}  to the user. The Ui receives and stores PIDi 

safely. In this manner, the user establishes a shared password PWU with Sy, which enables 
the user to establish a secure session key with a unknown server Sx (already authorized 
with Sy), by initiating a login and authentication phase as described below. 

 

4.2 Login and authentication phase 
1. In this phase, the user defines a long entropy random number a as its secret. Then Ui 

constructs a public key as Ta(x), using Chebyshev chaotic map. Then, it further computes 
HU =H(IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) ||TKy(x) ||  TaTKy (x) || PWU). Finally, the user sends message 
m1={ HU, Ta(x), IDSx  , IDSy  , PIDi} to Sx. 

2. Next, Sx receives m1 and generates a random number Sr, and compute public key TSr(x). 
Further, it computes HSx=H(Ta(x), IDSx || TSr(x)|| Kxy) using hash, and sends m2={m1, TSr(x), 
IDSx , HSx}  to Sy for user’s verification. 

3. After receiving m2={m1, TSr(x), IDSx , HSx} from Sx, Sy computes (q||IDU||PWU) = PID' ⊕ K. 
Next, it computes TKyTa (x), H'U= H(IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) || TKy(x)||TaTKy(x)||PWU), 
H'Sx=H(Ta(x), IDSx|| TSr(x)|| Kxy), and verifies H'U ?= HU  and H'Sx  ?=  HSx . If these 
equations hold true, then generates random integer q, PID'= ((q||IDU||PWU) ⊕ Ky), and 
computes Di=h(TaTKy(x)) ⊕ PIDi', Dx=h(Ta(x) || Kxy ) ⊕ IDU, HSySx=H(Dx||HSyU ||PIDi || 
Ta(x) || Kxy), HSyU = H(IDSx || Ta(x) ||  TSr(x) ||Di|| TaTKy(x)|| PWU). Finally, it sends the 
message m3 = { IDSy Ta(x), Di, Dx, HSySx , HSyU } to Sx. 

4. After receiving m3 = {IDSy Ta(x), Di, Dx, HSySx, HSyU} from Sy, Sx verifies the equation 
HSySx ?= H(Dx|| HSyU || PIDi || Ta(x) || Kxy). If it does not hold true, it aborts the session. 
Otherwise, computes IDU =h(Ta(x)  || Kxy ) ⊕ Dx , SK= TSrTa (x), HSxU = H(SK || TSr(x)  
||IDU || IDSx|| HSyU ). It sends the message m4={ IDSx , Di,  HSyU , HSxU , TSr(x)} to user 
finally. 

5. The user verifies the equality HSyU ?= H(IDSx || Ta(x) || TSr(x) || Di || TaTKy(x) || PWU), and 
computes SK= Ta TSr(x), and verifies  HSxU ?= H(SK || TSr(x)  || IDU || IDSx|| HSyU ). If it 
holds true, it validates the Sx as a legal server, establishes a shared session key as 
H(TaTSr(x)). Then, it computes PIDi'= h(TaTKy(x))⊕ Di, and replaces PIDi with PIDi' in 
smart card. Finally, it generates a message m5={ H(SK || IDU || IDSx } for sending towards 
Sx to conclude the session establishment. 
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Fig. 2. Login and authentication phase (Proposed Model) 
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modification has been described below. 
1. The user sends a password modification request to server Sy. 
2. Sy generates a nonce n1 and sends to Ui as a challenge. 
3. Next, the user generates a, and computes Ta(x), TaTKy (x), Q=h(TaTKy(x)) ⊕ PWU', HU 

=H(IDU || IDSy || Ta(x) || TKy (x)|| TaTKy (x)|| Q || PWU || PWU'||  n1) by assuming new 
password PWU'. Now user sends the message m1={Ta(x), HU, IDSy, Q, PIDi} to server Sy to 
update the password. 

4. The server Sy computes (q||IDU||PWU) =PID'⊕ Ky , TKyTa(x), PWU'= h(TaTKy(x)) ⊕ Q and 
checks the equation H'U ?= H(IDU || IDSy || Ta(x) || TKy (x)|| TaTKy(x)||Q||PWU||PWU'||n1). 
If this holds true, it generates random number q and computes PID'= ((q||IDU||PWU') ⊕ 
Ky), r=h(TaTKy(x)|| IDU|| PWU), r1=Er (PIDi'), HSyU = H(IDU || IDSy || Ta(x) || PIDi' || TaTKy 
(x) || r1 ||PWU || PWU'). Finally it sends message m2 = {IDSy , r1, HSyU} to user. 

5. The user computes r=h(TaTKy(x)|| IDU|| PWU), r1=Dr (PIDi') and verifies HSyU ?= H(IDU 
|| IDSy || Ta(x) || PIDi' || TaTKy (x) || r1||PWU || PWU'). If it holds true, then updates PWU as 
PWU' and replaces PIDi as PIDi'. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Password modification phase in the Proposed Model 

 
4.4 Shared key update phase 

In shared key update phase, the servers Sx and Sy update their shared keys Kxy after getting 
mutually authenticated, as shown in Fig. 4. The procedure of shared key update phase has been 

Secret key held by Sy: Ky 
 

Shared by Ui and Sy : PWU 
 

m2 = { IDSy
 , r1, HSyU } 

User (Ui) 

Generates a, and computes Ta(x), TaTKy
 (x), 

Q=h(TaTKy
(x)) ⊕ PWU', 

HU =H(IDU || IDSy
 || Ta(x) || TKy

 (x)|| 
 TaTKy

 (x)|| Q || PWU|| PWU'|| n1), 
 
 
 
 

 m1={Ta(x), HU,  IDSy 
, Q , PIDi , n1} 

} 

Server (Sy) 

r=h(TaTKy
(x)|| IDU|| PWU)  

r1=Dr (PIDi'), 
HSyU ?= H(IDU || IDSy

 || Ta(x) || PIDi' || 
TaTKy

 (x) || r1||PWU || PWU') 
If true, then updates PWU as PWU', and 
PIDi as PIDi'  
 
 
 
 

Public information: IDU, IDSx
, IDSy

, H(), Ek()/Dk(), (x, TKy
 (x)) 

 

Computes (q||IDU||PWU) = PID' ⊕ Ky , 
Computes TKy

Ta (x), PWU'= h(TKy
Ta (x)) ⊕ Q , 

H'U ?= H(IDU || IDSy
 || Ta(x) || TKy

 (x)|| TKy
Ta (x)|| Q || PWU|| PWU'|| n1), 

Generates random q and computes PID'= ((q||IDU||PWU') ⊕ Ky),  
r=h(TaTKy

(x)|| IDU|| PWU) ,  r1=Er (PIDi'), 
HSyU = H(IDU || IDSy

 || Ta(x) || PIDi' || TKy
Ta (x) || r1 ||PWU || PWU') 

{Password Change Request } 

Challenge { n1 } 
{Generates nonce n1 and sends to Ui } 
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elaborated below. 
1. The server Sx generates a random integer Sr, then compute TSr(x), = TSr TKy (x), HSx=H(IDSx 

|| IDSy || TSr(x)|| Kxy || Kxy' || TSrTKy(x)), and C1= Kxy⊕Kxy'⊕ TSrTKy(x). Finally, it sends 
message m1={ TSr(x), IDSx , IDSy  , HSx , C1} to Sy for updating shared key Kxy.  

2. The server Sy receives the message m1={ TSr(x), IDSx, IDSy, HSx, C1} and compute TKyTSr(x), 
Kxy'={Kxy⊕TKy TSr(x)⊕C1}, HSx'= H(IDSx || IDSy || TSr(x)|| Kxy|| Kxy'|| TSrTKy (x)). Next, it 
verifies HSx' ?= HSx. If true, then it generates SN and further computes TSN (x), TSrTSN (x), 
HSySx = H(IDSy || IDSx || TSrTSN (x)|| Kxy || h(Kxy')) and C2 = Kxy⊕h(Kxy')⊕ TSrTSN (x). Finally, 
it sends m1={ TSN(x), IDSx  , IDSy  , HSySx, C2} to Sx for verification. 

3. The Sx, then computes TSN TSr(x), and h(Kxy')={Kxy⊕TSN TSr(x) ⊕ C2}. Then it verifies 
HSySx' ?= H(IDSy|| IDSx ||  TSN TSr(x)|| Kxy || h(Kxy')). On finding the equality match, it 
updates  
Kxy = Kxy', and sends the message m3={H(TSNTSr(x)||IDSy||Kxy||Kxy')} to Sy for 
acknowledgement. 

4. The server Sy, verifies the equation (TSN TSr(x)|| IDSy || Kxy || Kxy') ?= m3. If it is true, then 
updates its key as (Kxy = Kxy') and stores in its database against the right user ID. 

 
Fig. 4. Shared key update phase 
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, IDSy  
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5. SECURITY ANALYSIS 
This section illustrates the security proof, formal model-based security analysis, and 
performance efficiency analysis of the proposed model. 

5.1 Security Proof 

The security proof from various threats, for the proposed scheme has been elaborated as 
below: 

5.1.1 Mutual authentication 
Mutual authentication suggests that the participating entities authenticate one another in the 
same authentication protocol. The proposed scheme complies mutual authentication, since the 
server Sy authenticates the user Ui by computing H'U= H(IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) || TKy (x)|| TaTKy 
(x)|| PWU), and checking H'U  ?=  HU . Likewise, the user also authenticates Sy and in turn Sx, 
by checking the equality first HSyU ?= H(IDSx || Ta(x) ||  TSr(x) ||Di|| TaTKy(x) || PWU) for 
verifying Sy. Then Sx, by computing SK= Ta TSr(x), and checking the equation HSxU ?= H(SK| 
TSr(x) || IDU || IDSx|| HSyU ).The Sy knows the fact, that PWU is only known by Ui. Likewise, the 
Ui believes that these passwords are only in the knowledge of Sy, where from the trust is 
smoothly transferred towards Sx.  
 
5.1.2 Impersonation Attack 
This attack can be launched by an adversary who may act as a silent mediator among the 
legitimate participants. This might let the participants perceive one another as the actual 
parties; however these are not the right participants, though.  The proposed scheme is secure, 
since, an adversary cannot construct HU =H(IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) || TKy (x)|| TaTKy (x)|| PWU). 
Similarly, HSyU = H(IDSx || Ta(x) ||  TSr(x) ||Di|| TaTKy(x)|| PWU) sent by Sy to Sx, and in turn to 
Ui, cannot be reproduced by an adversary since the passwords PWU is only known to Sy. Any 
kind of impersonation attack will be successfully foiled by the legal participants by verifying 
the checks for HSxU ?= H(SK || TSr(x)  || IDU || IDSx|| HSyU ) and H(SK || IDU || IDSx) ?=  m5. If 
any of these checks fail, the session is aborted by the concerned participant.    

 
5.1.3 Replay Attack 
The replay attacks could be initiated by an adversary by replaying the intercepted content 
messages to forge or impersonate any legitimate participant. An attacker may intercept the 
messages m1, m2, m3, m4 and m5 on an insecure channel, and attempt to replay in other timings. 
In proposed scheme, this replay attack can be easily foiled by verifying the equality checks for 
HSxU ?= H(SK || TSr(x) || IDU || IDSx|| HSyU ) and H(SK || IDU || IDSx) ?=  m5, since those 
equality checks will not hold true for any old values of Ta(x) and TSr(x). In this manner, 
impersonation attack will be defeated by any of the legal participant verifying the check.   

 
5.1.4 Known-Key Security 
The known-key security signifies towards guessing the private keys of the related participants, 
on condition that the session key is compromised. For instance, if the session key 
H(TaTSr(x))=H(TSrTa(x)) gets exposed, it will not let the attacker guess any Sy, Sx or Ui secrets 
i.e., a, PWU, Sr, or Kxy, Ky. Although PWU is a low entropy password, it would be a hard 
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problem to guess the password from public messages. The rest of the secret parameters a, Sr, 
Kxy, Ky are very hard to guess for being high entropy integers. 

5.1.5 Perfect Forward Secrecy 
The perfect forward secrecy makes certain that previous session keys are protected, if the 
long-term private secrets of any of the participants gets compromised. The proposed scheme 
fulfills the rule of perfect forward secrecy, since the disclosure of Sy, Sx and Ui’s secrets i.e., 
PWU, Kxy, Ky cannot lead to the recovery of session based temporary parameters a and Sr, as 
supposed by Sx and Ui. Besides, an adversary cannot recover the secrets i.e. a or Sr, from public 
keys (x, Ta (x)) and (x, TSr(x)), which is a hard problem due to CMDLP. 

5.1.6 Data Integrity 
The data integrity ensures the intact delivery of message as sent by the sender to a receiver 
without any modification. The proposed scheme ensures the data integrity as the three 
corresponding entities are capable enough to detect any modification in the generated hash 
functions at various levels i.e., HU  (produced at Ui), HSx, HSxU  (produced at Sx), and HSySx,  HSyU 

(produced at Sy). 

5.1.7 Guessing Attacks 
In these attacks, an attacker might intercept all public messages available on insecure channel 
among intended participants. Then, it may attempt to guess information by trying all different 
possible combinations of low entropy parameters. As far, the secrets for the participants, PWU, 
Kxy, Ky , the PWU is a low entropy password that can be attempted by an adversary for guessing 
it from intercepted messages i.e. {HU in m1, and HSyU in m3}. However, an adversary cannot 
extract password PWU from HU =H(IDU || IDSx || Ta(x)||TKy(x)||TaTKy(x)||PWU) and HSyU 
=H(IDSx||Ta(x)||  TSr(x)||Di||TaTKy(x)||PWU). Since, the adversary does not know about the 
parameter TaTKy(x), which is only known by the user and server, having the secrets (a and Ky). 
Hence, the adversary cannot guess the password in polynomial time.  

5.1.8 Session Key Security 
The session key security signifies that the constructed session key is only shared among the 
legitimate participants, i.e., Ui and Sx, and nobody else. In proposed scheme, an attacker can 
not forge or impersonate, since not having the legitimate secrets and passwords. Hence, the 
modification in the message could not be successful for not being capable of generating the 
valid hash HU with a secret password PWU. Hence, the proposed scheme provides session key 
security. 

5.1.9 Anonymity 
An anonymous authentication protocol provides anonymity to Ui, besides authentication, and 
an adversary cannot discern the identity of any of the participants by accessing the intercepted 
open message parameters. The identity for the user in proposed scheme has been masked 
behind pseudonym PIDi. The Ui sends PIDi instead of IDU every time it initiates a session, 
while the Sy extracts IDU and PWU from PIDi by using its secret key Ky. In this manner the user 
enjoys anonymity and untraceability. The user in our scheme cannot be traced, since the user 
sends a novel PIDi for every session, which is updated and generated in every session by Sy, 
and secretly communicated towards user. This way, an adversary cannot derive or guess that 
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IDU. While, the Yoon’s [47] and Zhu [42], both fail to provide anonymity to user, owing to the 
exposure of users’ identities during login request. 

5.1.10 Key compromise impersonation attack 
An adversary tries for impersonating an entity B to another entity A, while the later is 
malicious and will accept the session with B as one of the session peers, however, B hadn’t 
meant to establish a session with A, currently. In proposed protocol, an adversary can steal the 
user’s password though. It will also have to know proper identity before launching this attack, 
and cheat Sx or Sy. The attack is foiled, since an adversary does not know the shared key Kxy, 
hence, it cannot generate the proper HSySx and HSyU.  

5.1.11 Resistance to Denial-of-Service attack and stolen-verifier attack 

The proposed scheme provides resistance to DoS attack and stolen-verifier attacks. The main 
reason for that is the proposed scheme does not maintain any database or repository at the 
server Sy’s end. This feature provides an edge to the proposed scheme against DoS and 
stolen-verifier attacks. 
 
5.2 Formal Security Analysis 
This section covers the formal security analysis of proposed scheme under 
Burrows-Abadi-Needham (BAN) logic [46] , while, this model analyzes the security based on 
mutual authentication, key distribution, and the strength against session key disclosure. In this 
logic analysis, Principals are such agents that are involved in a protocol, while Keys are to be 
used for symmetric message encryption. 

Few notations that have been used in the BAN security analysis are given as follows: 
P |≡ X: The principal P believes X, or alternatively, P believes the statement X. 
P ⊲ X: P sees X. P receives some message X and may read or repeat it in any message. 
P| ~ X: P once said X. Earlier in time; P had sent some message X and P believed that message. 

: P has got jurisdiction over X; or P has authority over X and could be trusted. 
♯ (X): The message X may be treated as fresh. 
(X, Y): X or Y being the part of message (X, Y). 
⟨X⟩Y: The formulae X is combined with formulae Y. 
{X, Y}K: X or Y is encrypted with the key K. 
(X, Y)K: X or Y is hashed with the key K. 
P 

      K        
�⎯⎯⎯� Q:  P and Q can communicate with the shared key K. 

 
Some rules or logical postulates used in the BAN Logic are given as follows: 

Rule 1. Message meaning rule: 𝑃𝑃|≡𝑃𝑃 
𝐾𝐾
↔ 𝑄𝑄,   𝑃𝑃⊲⟨𝑋𝑋⟩𝑌𝑌
𝑃𝑃|≡𝑄𝑄 |~ 𝑋𝑋

 

Rule 2. Nonce verification rule: 𝑃𝑃|≡ ♯ (𝑋𝑋),   𝑃𝑃|≡𝑄𝑄 |~  𝑋𝑋
𝑃𝑃|≡𝑄𝑄 |≡  𝑋𝑋

 

Rule 3. Jurisdiction rule: 𝑃𝑃|≡𝑄𝑄 ⇒𝑋𝑋,   𝑃𝑃|≡𝑄𝑄 |≡  𝑋𝑋
𝑃𝑃|≡ 𝑋𝑋

 

Rule 4. Freshness conjuncatenation rule: P|≡ ♯ (X)
P|≡ ♯ (X,   Y)

 

Rule 5. Belief rule: 𝑃𝑃|≡(𝑋𝑋),   𝑃𝑃|≡(𝑌𝑌)  
𝑃𝑃|≡(𝑋𝑋,   𝑌𝑌) 

 

Rule 6. Session keys rule:  P|≡ ♯ (X),   P|≡Q |≡  X

P|≡P 
K
↔ Q

 

The proposed protocol needs to satisfy the following goals to ensure its security under BAN 
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logic, using the above assumptions and postulates. 
Goal 1 : Sx |≡ Sx  

       𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆       
�⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui  

Goal 2 : Sx |≡ Ui  |≡ Sx  
       𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆       
�⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui  

Goal 3 : Ui  |≡ Sx  
       𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆       
�⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui  

Goal 4 : Ui  |≡ Sx |≡ Sx  
       𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆       
�⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui 

Goal 5 : Sy |≡ Sy  
       𝑻𝑻𝑲𝑲𝒚𝒚 𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂 (𝒙𝒙)        
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui 

Goal 6 : Sy |≡ Ui |≡ Sy  
      𝑻𝑻𝑲𝑲𝒚𝒚 𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂 (𝒙𝒙)         
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui 

Goal 7 : Ui |≡ Sy  
       𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝑻𝑻𝑲𝑲𝒚𝒚  (𝒙𝒙)        
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui 

Goal 8 : Ui |≡ Sy |≡ Sy  
      𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝑻𝑻𝑲𝑲𝒚𝒚  (𝒙𝒙)         
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui 

Initially, messages exchanged in the proposed protocol can be transformed into idealized form 
in the following manner. 
   M1: Ui → Sx: HU, Ta(x), IDSx  , IDSy , PIDi:   
{ ⟨ IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) || TKy (x)⟩(TaTKy (x)|| PWU) , Ta(x), IDSx  , IDSy , PIDi } 
   M2: Sx → Sy: m1, TSr(x), IDSx , HSx:  { m1, TSr(x), IDSx , ⟨Ta(x), IDSx || TSr(x)⟩Kxy } 
   M3: Sy → Sx: IDSy ,Ta(x), Di, Dx, HSySx , HSyU:   
{IDSy, Ta(x), Di, Dx,,  ⟨Dx||HSyU||PIDi||Ta(x)⟩Kxy, ⟨IDSx || Ta(x) ||  TSr(x) ||Di ⟩(TKyTa (x)|| PWU)} 
  M4: Sx → Ui: IDSx , Di, HSyU , HSxU , TSr(x):   
{IDSx , Di, ⟨IDSx || Ta(x) || TSr(x) ||Di ⟩(TKyTa (x)|| PWU), ⟨TSr(x)  ||IDU || IDSx|| HSyU ⟩(TSrTa (x))  , TSr(x)} 
   M5: Ui → Sx: m5: {⟨IDU || IDSx⟩(TaTSr (x)) }:  
Secondly, the following premises are established to prove the security of proposed protocol. 
P1 :  Ui  |≡  ♯ a 
P2 :  Sx  |≡  ♯ Sr 
P3 :  Sy  |≡  ♯ Ky 
P4 :  Ui  |≡  Ui   

      𝑷𝑷𝑾𝑾𝑼𝑼    
�⎯⎯⎯⎯� Sy   

P5 :  Ui  |≡  Ui  
     𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝑻𝑻𝑺𝑺𝒓𝒓 (𝒙𝒙)      
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯� Sx   

P6 : Sx  |≡  Sx   
       𝑻𝑻𝑺𝑺𝒓𝒓 𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂(𝒙𝒙)      
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui 

P7 : Sx  |≡  Sx   
     𝑲𝑲𝒙𝒙𝒚𝒚       
�⎯⎯⎯⎯� Sy   

P8 : Sy  |≡  Sy   
      𝑷𝑷𝑾𝑾𝑼𝑼      
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui 

P9 : Sy  |≡  Sy   
     𝑲𝑲𝒙𝒙𝒚𝒚       
�⎯⎯⎯⎯� Sx   

P10 : Ui  |≡  Sx  ⇒  TSr(x) 
P11 : Sx  |≡ Ui  ⇒  Ta (x) 
P12 : Sy  |≡  Ui  ⇒  Ta (x)  
P13: Sx  |≡ Sy  ⇒  TKy (x) 
P14 : Sy  |≡  Sx  ⇒  TSr(x) 
P15 : Ui |≡  Sy  ⇒  TKy (x) 

Thirdly, the idealized form i.e., M1-M5 of the proposed protocol can be examined and verified 
in the light of above mentioned postulates and assumptions. 
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Considering the M1 and M2 of the idealized form: 
   M1: Ui → Sx  : HU, Ta(x), IDSx  , IDSy , PIDi:   
{ ⟨ IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) || TKy (x)⟩(TaTKy (x)|| PWU) , Ta(x), IDSx  , IDSy , PIDi } 
   M2: Sx  → Sy  : m1, TSr(x), IDSx , HSx:  { m1, TSr(x), IDSx , ⟨Ta(x), IDSx || TSr(x)⟩Kxy } 
By applying seeing rule for M1 and M2, we get 
D1: Sx  ⊲ {⟨ IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) || TKy (x)⟩(TaTKy (x)|| PWU) , Ta(x), IDSx  , IDSy , PIDi } 
D2: Sy  ⊲ { m1, TSr(x), IDSx , ⟨Ta(x), IDSx || TSr(x)⟩Kxy } 
According to D1, D2, P8, P9 and message meaning rule, we get 
D3: Sy  |≡  Ui ~ {⟨ IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) || TKy (x)⟩(TaTKy (x)|| PWU) , Ta(x), IDSx  , IDSy , PIDi } 
D4: Sy  |≡  Sx  ~ { m1, TSr(x), IDSx , ⟨Ta(x), IDSx || TSr(x)⟩Kxy } 
According to D3, P1, freshness conjucatenation and nonce verification rules we get 

D5: Sy  |≡  Ui |≡  {⟨ IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) || TKy (x)⟩(TaTKy (x)|| PWU) , Ta(x), IDSx  , IDSy , PIDi } 
According to D4, P2, freshness conjucatenation and nonce verification rules, we get 
D6: Sy  |≡  Sx  |≡ { m1, TSr(x), IDSx , ⟨Ta(x), IDSx || TSr(x)⟩Kxy } 
According to D5, P12, and Jurisdiction rule 
D7: Sy  |≡  {⟨ IDU || IDSx || Ta(x) || TKy (x)⟩(TaTKy (x)|| PWU) , Ta(x), IDSx  , IDSy , PIDi } 
According to D6, P14, and Jurisdiction rule 
D8: Sy  |≡  { m1, TSr(x), IDSx , ⟨Ta(x), IDSx || TSr(x)⟩Kxy } 
According to D5, D7 and session key rule, we get 

D9: Sy  |≡ Sy   
       𝑻𝑻𝑲𝑲𝒚𝒚 𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂 (𝒙𝒙)        
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui    (Goal 5 ) 

According to D5, D7, P8 and nonce-verification rule, we get 
D10: Sy  |≡ Ui |≡ Sy   

       𝑻𝑻𝑲𝑲𝒚𝒚 𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂 (𝒙𝒙)        
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui   (Goal 6): 

Considering the M3 of the idealized form: 
 M3: Sy  → Sx  : IDSy ,Ta(x), Di, Dx, HSySx , HSyU :   
{IDSy, Ta(x), Di, Dx,,  ⟨Dx||HSyU||PIDi||Ta(x)⟩Kxy, ⟨IDSx || Ta(x) ||  TSr(x) ||Di ⟩(TKyTa (x)|| PWU)} 
By applying seeing rule for M3, we get 
D11: Sx ⊲  IDSy ,Ta(x), Di, Dx, HSySx , HSyU:  {IDSy, Ta(x), Di, Dx,,  ⟨Dx||HSyU||PIDi||Ta(x)⟩Kxy,  
⟨IDSx || Ta(x) ||  TSr(x) ||Di ⟩(TKyTa (x)|| PWU)} 

For D11, P7 and message meaning rule, we get 
D12: Sx  |≡  Ui ~ {IDSy, Ta(x), Di, Dx,,  ⟨Dx||HSyU||PIDi||Ta(x)⟩Kxy, ⟨IDSx || Ta(x) ||  TSr(x) || 
Di ⟩(TKyTa (x)|| PWU)} 
According to D12, P2, P6, P13, freshness conjucatenation and nonce verification rules we get 
D13: Sx  |≡  Ui |≡  {IDSy, Ta(x), Di, Dx,,  ⟨Dx||HSyU||PIDi||Ta(x)⟩Kxy, ⟨IDSx || Ta(x) ||  TSr(x) || 
Di ⟩(TKyTa (x)|| PWU)} 
Next, considering M4 idealized message 
M4: Sx  → Ui: IDSx , Di, HSyU , HSxU , TSr(x):   
{ IDSx , Di, ⟨IDSx || Ta(x) || TSr(x) ||Di⟩(TKyTa (x)|| PWU) , ⟨TSr(x)  ||IDU || IDSx|| HSyU ⟩(TSrTa (x))  , TSr(x)} 
By applying seeing rule for M4, we get 
D14: Ui ⊲ IDSx , Di, HSyU , HSxU , TSr(x):  { IDSx , Di, ⟨IDSx || Ta(x) || TSr(x) ||Di ⟩(TKyTa (x)|| PWU) ,  
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⟨TSr(x)  ||IDU || IDSx|| HSyU ⟩(TSrTa (x))  , TSr(x)} 
For D14, P4, P5 and message meaning rule, we get 
D15: Ui  |≡  Sx  ~ { IDSx , Di, ⟨IDSx || Ta(x) || TSr(x) ||Di ⟩(TKyTa (x)|| PWU) , ⟨TSr(x)  ||IDU || IDSx||  
HSyU ⟩(TSrTa (x))  , TSr(x)} 
According to D15, P2, P3, freshness conjucatenation and nonce verification rules we get 

D16: Ui  |≡  Sx  |≡  { IDSx , Di, ⟨IDSx || Ta(x) || TSr(x) ||Di ⟩(TKyTa (x)|| PWU) ,  
⟨TSr(x)  ||IDU || IDSx|| HSyU ⟩(TSrTa (x))  , TSr(x)} 
For D16, P10, P15 and jurisdiction rule, we get 
D17: Ui  |≡  { IDSx , Di, ⟨IDSx || Ta(x) || TSr(x) ||Di ⟩(TKyTa (x)|| PWU) , ⟨TSr(x)  ||IDU || IDSx|| HSyU 
⟩(TSrTa (x))  , TSr(x)} 
According to D17, we apply the session key rule as 
D18: Ui |≡ Sx   

       𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆       
�⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui     (Goal 3) 

          Ui |≡ Sy  
       𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝑻𝑻𝑲𝑲𝒚𝒚  (𝒙𝒙)        
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui          (Goal 7) 

For D18, P1 we apply the session key rule as 

D19: Ui |≡ Sx  |≡ Sx   
       𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆       
�⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui         (Goal 4) 

          Ui |≡ Sy |≡ Sy  
      𝑻𝑻𝒂𝒂𝑻𝑻𝑲𝑲𝒚𝒚  (𝒙𝒙)         
�⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui      (Goal 8) 

Next, considering M5 idealized message 
M5: Ui → Sx  : m5: {⟨IDU || IDSx⟩(TaTSr (x)) } 
By applying seeing rule for M5, we get 
D20: Sx  ⊲ m5: {⟨IDU || IDSx⟩(TaTSr (x)) } 
According to D20, P6, P7 and message meaning rule, we get 
D21: Sx  |≡  Ui ~ {⟨IDU || IDSx⟩(TaTSr (x)) } 
According to D21, P1, freshness conjucatenation and nonce verification rules we get 

D22: Sx  |≡ Ui |≡ {⟨IDU || IDSx⟩(TaTSr (x)) } 
According to D22, P11 and jurisdiction rule, we get 

D23: Sx  |≡ Ui |≡ {⟨IDU || IDSx⟩(TaTSr (x)) } 
According to D23, we apply the session key rule as 

D24: Sx  |≡ Sx   
       𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆       
�⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui    (Goal 1) 

According to D24, P2 we apply the session key rule as 
D25: Sx  |≡ Ui |≡ Sx   

       𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆       
�⎯⎯⎯⎯� Ui    (Goal 2) 

The above BAN logic analysis formally proves that the proposed protocol achieves mutual 
authentication and the session key SK is mutually established between Ui and Sx. 
At the same time, we implement a formal analysis to prove that the proposed protocol has been 
secure under random oracle model [47]. For the use of contradiction proof method, in this 
formal security analysis, we employ two oracles as assumption, as shown below: 

reveal1: The Reveal1 oracle gives output ꙍ from the corresponding hash function y=H(ꙍ), 
unconditionally. 
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reveal2: The Reveal2 oracle outputs random number a from the public key Ta(x), following 
Chebyshev Chaotic map [2, 45]. 

Theorem1 
In consideration with the Chaotic maps-based discrete logarithm problem (CMDLP) 
assumption, the proposed protocol stands secure, if the adversary accesses the public 
messages like{ m1 , m2 , m3  ,m4 }, and attemtps to construct a valid session key, given that one 
way hash function H(.) behaves nearly as a random oracle. 
 

Algorithm 1. 𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑬𝑷𝑷𝑬𝑬𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄𝐄
𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑺𝑺𝑯𝑯  

1. Eavesdrop the message m1={ HU, Ta(x), IDSx  
, IDSy 

, PIDi } in the authentication phase. 
2. Eavesdrop the message m2={m1, TSr

(x), IDSx 
, HSx

 } in the authentication phase, and then 
3. Call reveal1 oracle on input HSx

to retrieve (Ta(x)', IDSx
 , TSr

(x)', Kxy)← reveal1 (HSx
) 

4. Then, Call reveal1 oracle on input Ta(x)' to retrieve the secret number a' ← reveal2 (Ta(x)') 
5. Compute TaTSr

 (x)' using a' and TSr
(x)', that is equivalent to parameter as SK'= Ta TSr

 (x)' 
6. Eavesdrop the message m4={ IDSx 

, Di, HSyU , HSxU , TSr
(x)} in the authentication phase, and then 

7. Call reveal1 oracle on input HSxU to retrieve (SK'' , IDU ' , TSr
(x), IDSx

', HSyU )← reveal1 (HSxU) 
8. Next, compute M= H(SK' || IDU '|| TSr

(x) ||IDSx
' || HSyU ) 

9. If (M= HSxU)Then 
10.       Accept IDU ' as the correct identity IDU of  the user Ui, and H(SK')= H(Ta TSr

 (x)') as the correct   
      session key for Ui and Sx 

11.    Return 1 (success) 
12.               Else 
13.     Return 0 (failure) 
14. End if 

Proof.  In this proof, a crafty attacker Ⱥ, capable of approaching the public parameters like 
{m1 , m2 , m3, m4 }, makes a use of the random oracles Reveal1 and Reveal2 for implementing 
the given algorithm 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸1ECMAKAMS

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻 . The probability of success for the experiment 
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸1ECMAKAMS

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻  is Suc1=Pr.2[𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸1ECMAKAMS
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻 =1] - 1, where the probability Pr[E] indicates 

an event E’s probability. Thus, the advantage function related to this experiment becomes as 
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴ECMAKAMS

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻  (t1,qR1, qR2)=max Ⱥ [𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆1ECMAKAMS
𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻 ], with the execution time t1 and random 

Reveal queries qR1 and qR2 maximized on Ⱥ. We can call the  proposed protocol as verifiably 
secure against an adversary Ⱥ for extracting a legitimate session key H(SK), if 
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻 (t1,qR1, qR2) ≤ 𝜀𝜀 for any sufficiently small 𝜀𝜀> 0. For the above experiment, if an 
attacker Ⱥ is assumed to be able to invert a one way hash function H(.), and solve the 
intractable problem CMDLP, it can easily derive the legal user identity IDU and shared session 
key H(SK) between Ui and Sx, and as a result wins the game. However, in relation to definition 
(section 2.3), this is computationally incapable to invert the hash function, since 
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴ECMAKAMS

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻 (t1)≤ 𝜀𝜀 for any sufficiently small 𝜀𝜀> 0. 

5.3 Performance Analysis 

As we saw previously, that Chebyshev polynomial-based computation is nearly three times 
more efficient than ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) and RSA based encryption [1-3]. The 
Chebyshev polynomial-based computation provides lesser key sizes with fast computation, 
and takes less memory and bandwidth consumption. In proposed scheme, we can say that there 
are no operations like modular exponentiation or elliptic curve-based scalar multiplication. In 
this section, the comparison of the cost for Zhu, and Yoon et al. and proposed protocols has 
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been shown, which also employed Chebyshev polynomial map in their presented techniques, 
and is described below. A few notations used in the comparison are as follows. 

TXOR: The time for the execution of XOR operation. 

TH: The time taken for the hash operation; 

TSYM: The time for executing symmetric key operation; 

TECM: The time for the execution of elliptic curve-based scalar point multiplication; 

TCCM: The time for the execution of Chebyshev Chaotic map operation Tn(x) mod p using 
an algorithm [40]. 

Now, we may compare the costs on the basis of estimation of execution times for different 
cryptographic operations (using the PBC library, Ubuntu-12.04.1 (32-bit operating system), 
on 2.4 GHz processor, and 3.0 GB RAM). According to this, taking N and P as 1,024 bits long, 
computational time of hash function-based operation, symmetric operation 
(encryption/decryption), elliptic curve-based point multiplication, and chaotic map 
polynomial operation is 0.00058s, 0.0086s, 0.063165s, and 0.02104s respectively [39-41]. 
The computational cost of XOR operation is quite negligible as compared with other 
cryptographic operations, and thus can be ignored. The following Table 2 depicts the  
comparision for different security features for three protocols, i.e., Yoon’s scheme [38], Zhu 
[42], and proposed scheme.  

Table 2. Comparison for Yoon et al., Zhu’s scheme, and Proposed scheme 

 
Yoon et 
al. [38] 

Zhu [42] Proposed 
protocol 

Anonymity No No Yes 
Mutual Authentication Yes Yes Yes 
Resist Insider Attack Yes Yes Yes 
Key Compromise Impersonation No Yes Yes 
Resist secret/ password guessing attack Yes Yes Yes 
Provides data integrity Yes Yes Yes 
Resist Masquerading attack Yes Yes Yes 
Resist Replay attack Yes Yes Yes 
Session key agreement Yes Yes Yes 
Perfect forward secrecy 
Known key secrecy 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Resists Stolen Verifier attack Yes No Yes 
Resists Trace attack No No Yes 
Resists Denial-of-Service attack Yes No Yes 

 
Table 3. Estimated cost for Yoon, Zhu, and proposed scheme 

 
Yoon’s protocol 
[38] 

Zhu [42] Proposed protocol 

Authentication 
messages 

5TH  + 1 TECM 
≈0.12923 

14TH  + 8TSYM+ 
4TCCM ≈ 0.16108 

14TH  +  4TCCM ≈ 
0.09228s 

Password 
modification phase 

2TH  ≈0.001s 6TH  + 4TSYM+ 
4TCCM ≈ 0.12204 

10TH  + 2TSYM+ 
2TCCM ≈ 0.06508 

Shared key update 
among servers 

N/A 6TH  + 4TSYM+ 
4TCCM ≈ 0.12204 

8TH  +  4TCCM ≈ 
0.08764 

Number of rounds 5 5 5 
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Therefore, in the light of demonstrated performance efficiency analysis, we can safely deduce 
that the proposed protocol is more efficient and secure than Zhu’s scheme. The authentication 
phase and shared key update phases are completed at less delay, with an equivalent security, as 
shown in Table 3. While, the password update phase take equal amount of cost for both 
schemes. On the whole, we can say that our proposed protocol is efficient as far as cost, but 
also provides additional security features like anonymity.  

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A multi-server authentication scheme may ensure the provision of services to subscribers by 
the use of one-time registration from a single server or any registration centre. The current 
research work comments on the Zhu’s multi-server authentication scheme based on 
Chebyshev polynomial computation. Since, the focus has been shifting from high overhead 
cryptographic algorithms towards lightweight cryptography. Although, the Zhu’s scheme used 
Chaotic map architecture that incurs much less cost in comparison with its contemporary 
schemes. Despite, the Zhu scheme was unable to provide anonymity, resistance to traceability, 
and efficiency. The proposed scheme provides the same level of security along with 
anonymity, without DoS and stolen-verifier attacks, with less overhead and more efficiency. 
The scheme also demonstrates formal security analysis and performance efficiency 
evaluation. 
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